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1 Introduction

The implementation of PPET program is illustrated in this document. This
program takes eye movement data to predict interests of users. It uses the
Tobii SDK for eye tracking, WTL (Windows Template Libraries) for GUI. This
document describes the details of its structures and some tips to modify the
program. The other manual PPET User’s Guide will explain its function and
usage.

2 Environment

This software is developed on Visual Studio C++ .NET 2003. Since every file
is written without .NET framework, the program can be compiled by the older
version of VisualStudio as well. The Windows Template Libraries need to be
set up on the Visual Studio. The file WTL71.exe can be downloaded from
http://www.microsoft.com, or from our CVS repository (libs/WTL71.exe).
Our program also requires some DLLs, but these files are set up by installing
Visual Studio.

To install WTL, execute WTL71.exe and extract files. Then add the path
to the include/ directory to the include path in Visual Studio. Click Tool,
Option, Project, select Include Paths from the top-right box, and add the
path (typically c:\wtl71\include).

3 Sources

3.1 CVS Repository

The source files are stored in the CVS repository in cis.hut.fi. Any CVS client
will do, but the easiest way on Windows is to use Cygwin. Input this command
on the Cygwin terminal:

$ CVS_RSH=ssh cvs -d :ext:username@cis.hut.fi:/m/fs/home/kei/cvs co ppet
cvs checkout: Updating ppet
...

The directory ppet is created, all the other files as well. Note that the exe-
cution file ppet.exe is not contained in the repository.



3.2 Solution File, Directories

In the following sections, we will look through files in the repository.

• ppet.sln : The solution file. The Visual Studio screen appears by double-
clicking this file.

• ppet.ini : A sample of the configuration file

• XML/ : A sample document is placed here

• libs/ : Required DLLs, the archive of WTL is placed here

• doc/ : Documents including this manual.

3.3 C++ sources and headers

Any program on Windows starts from WinMain(). The implementation of
WinMain() is located on main.cpp.

• main.cpp : The implementation of WinMain()

The program has two major windows : CMainDialog and CBrowserWindow.
The CMainDialog is shown from the first, and it has several buttons and con-
trols. Every operation starts by clicking one of the buttons on this window.
CBrowserWindow displays documents on the screen. It does not have a titlebar,
and it is always maximized.

• main dialog.h / .cpp : The initial dialog window

• browser.h / .cpp : The browser window to display documents

A document is loaded from an XML file. The loaded document is parsed
into words, and the words are arranged to fit in the display. The following files
contain classes for these operations.

• document.h / .cpp : Classes to load and save documents from XML files

• word.h : Classes for a word and its position

• parser.h : The parser of the document

• layout.h / .cpp : Classes to layout words to fit to the screen

Our program receives eye movement data from the Tobii eye tracker system.
The methods in the class CTobiiSocket are invoked by the eye tracker system.
Configurations about calibration can be written on tobii calib.h / .cpp, but our
program does not have any special settings.

• tobii socket.h / .cpp : Events invoked by the eye tracker



• tobii calib.h / .cpp : Calibration settings for the Tobii eye tracker

The class CManager holds references to the instance of CDocument, CBrowserWindow,
CTobiiSocket, and CLogger. In order to clarify the structure, each class only
has a reference to the instance of CManager. The class CManager has methods
corresponding to each operation, and it calls methods on other classes. For
example, when the Start button is clicked on the main dialog, the request is
transfered to CManager::startTracking(). It triggers methods on CDocument,
CBrowserWindow and CLogger, and finally the browser window appears on the
screen. The figure below gives the basic structure of these classes.

• manager.h / .cpp : The manager class of the system

The class CLogger analyzes and saves data from the eye tracker system. This
class is to be modified to obtain additional features from the system.

• logger.h / .cpp : The logger of the system

The file stdafx.h is an important file on Visual Studio. To shorten the com-
pilation, this file is precompiled. Frequently-used header files are written here,
and it is included in every c++ file.

• stdafx.h : Frequently used headers

Finally, there are some small files for commonly used functions.

• config file.h : A class to load the config file (ppet.ini)

• consts.h : Const values

• util.h : Useful functions

3.4 Resources, misc

The files resouces.rc and resource.h describes the design of the windows. The
header file resouce.h is automatically generated by Visual Studio.

• resources.rc : Resource file, including window layouts

• resource.h : IDs for each handle (dialogs, buttons, etc)



4 Running Steps

4.1 The Process to Start Tracking

When the ppet.exe is executed, the function WinMain() in main.cpp is called.
It creates an instance of the class CMainDialog. The screenshot below depicts
the appearance of CMainDialog.

A click on the button Calibrate invokes CMainDialog::OnBnClickedCalibrate(),
and calibration is started. This assignment from buttons and functions is written
in the message map, which is located in main dialog.h.

After the calibration, the program is ready to start tracking of eyes. Fill in
filenames, and click the Start button in the Track field.



The click on Start button invokes CMainWindow::OnBnClickedTrackStart(),
and it is transfered to CManager::startTracking(). In CManager::startTracking(),
a document is loaded to an instance of the class CDocument. After the document
is set to CLayout, CLayout::nextPage() is called. This method parses the doc-
ument, and arranges words on the display. The class CBrowserWindow actually
displays the words, as shown in the screenshot below:

The CLogger takes logs of the system. After these steps, tracking starts from
CTetClient::StartTracking(). The thread terminates immediately after call-
ing this method, but the program continues since the CTobiiSocket::OnGazeData()
is continuously called by the eye tracker system.



4.2 During Tracking

As mentioned before, there is the class CTobiiSocket, whose methods arze called
from the eye tracker system. When the system has succeeded to track eyes, it
triggers CTobiiSocket::OnGazeData() with some arguments. The arguments
contain whole tracked data including the position and size of eyes. This request
is transfered to CManager::OnGazeData, and CManager lets CLogger record
these data.

The logger outputs two files: one is for the raw data, another is for the
gazed-time data for each word. For the latter, the logger requires the position
data of each word. The class CLayout has an array of words and positions, and
CLayout::getID() returns the word from the geometry. The logger calls this
method through CManager, and accumulates gazed time for each word.

4.3 Terminate tracking

A click on the Read button on the browser window triggers CManager::nextPage().
It renders the logger to save results of that page into log files. Thereafter, a new
page is shown by calling CLayout::nextPage() if there are some pages left:
otherwise, the browser window is closed.

4.4 Processing Document

The document is loaded from an XML file into CDocument. The class CDocument
holds several CPages, the class CPage has several ListItems, and the ListItem
stores the title and text. When the page is loaded into CLayout, CParser parses
CDocument into an array of CWordItems. CWord holds one string and the word
type. The CLayout calculate the position, and creates an array of CWordRects.
which has the position information. Thus, every position information about
words is stored in CLayout. This process is shown in the figure below.



5 Guide to modify the program

5.1 Change the format of the log file

To change the format of the dump data, the method Logger::dump() need to
be changed. To change the format of gazed-time data, Logger::saveTime() is
modified. These methods are written in logger.cpp.

5.2 Take another feature

The method CLogger::OnGazeData() is continuously called when the tracking
is going on. An additional feature is obtained by adding some operation in
this method. For example, it is possible to obtain the pupil size as well as the
distance from the display and the examinee.

5.3 Support new format of the document

A different format of the text can be displayed by modifing the program. First
a new WordType is added in CWord. Then CLayout::update() is rewritten to
indicate how the new type of the word is treated. If a special font effects is
needed, CBrowserWindow::OnPaint() also needs to be updated.



6 Contact

If you have any questions about this document or the program, please send me
an email: kay@logos.ic.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp or kei2sodan@gmail.com.


